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Summary: The aim of this study was to compare the anticipated pain before and during orthodontic treatment. 23 adolescent patients were selected and a counselling was given about the pain to the patients who are going for an orthodontic treatment. The level of anticipation of pain before initiation of orthodontic treatment were measured by Visual Analogue Scale. After the initiation of treatment patient is recalled after one week, and the level of experienced pain is measured and compared.

Introduction:
The international association for the study of pain has defined it as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage. Orthodontic treatment is always taken as a painful procedure by patients even before the start of the treatment. However the intensity of pain differs from patient to patient, it depends upon age, sex, race, emotional state and cultural background. Periodontal pain was caused by a process of pressure, ischaemia, inflammation and oedema. Orthodontic treatment exerts pressure on teeth due to which prostaglandins are released which are the mediators of inflammatory process and hence pain. The purpose of the study is to compare the anticipated pain before starting orthodontic treatment to the intensity of pain experienced following orthodontic treatment which is measured by VAS scale. Visual Analogue Scale is a straight horizontal line of fixed length usually 10cm. The ends are defined as the extreme limits of the parameter oriented from right (No pain) to the left (Worst pain).

Materials And Methods:
Totally 23 patients going for orthodontic treatment are enrolled into the study. Patients with fixed functional appliance, removable appliances, or long term systemic medications as well as mentally handicapped patients are excluded from the study. All patients are given a leaflet with VAS for pain. The patients are requested to report the degree of pain they anticipated or experienced on the scale. A questionnaire was prepared and assessed among all 23 patients.

NAME:
AGE:
QUALIFICATION:
ANTICIPATED PAIN BY VAS:
EXPERIENCED PAIN BY VAS:

I. Results
The samples are collected from 23 patients from the age of 10 to 30. A 12 year old female anticipated a pain of 3.5 and experienced a pain of 8.4. A 13 year old male anticipated a pain of 7 and experienced 3.6 of pain. A 13 year old male anticipated a pain of 6.8 and experienced a pain of 5. A 14 year old male anticipated a pain of 5.7 and experienced a pain of 7.8. A 14 year old male anticipated a pain of 5 and experienced a pain of 5.7. A 15 year old male anticipated a pain of 5 and experienced a pain of 7.4. A 16 year old female anticipated a pain of 5.7 and experienced a pain of 6.7. A 17 year old male anticipated a pain of 6.5 and experienced a pain of 4.8. An 18 year old female anticipated a pain of 7.5 and experienced a pain of 5.8. A 20 year old male anticipated a pain of 5.7 and experienced a pain of 5.3. Another 20 year old female anticipated a pain of 5.7 and experienced a pain of 6.7. Another 20 year old female anticipated a pain of 5 and experienced a pain of 7.3. Another 20 year old female anticipated a pain of 3.6. Another 20 year old female anticipated a pain of 7.6 and experienced a pain of 6.4. A 21 year old female anticipated a pain of 2.7 and experienced a pain of 3.6. A 22 year old female anticipated a pain of 5 and experienced a pain of 5.5. Another 23 year old male anticipated a pain of 4.9 and experienced a pain of 4.4. Another 23 year old male anticipated a pain of 8.2 and experienced a pain of 6.1. Another 22 year old female anticipated a pain of 3.9 and experienced a pain of 8.2. A 23 year old male anticipated a pain of 5.5 and experienced a pain of 5.4. Another 23 year old male anticipated a pain of 4.9 and experienced a pain of 4. A 24 year old female anticipated a pain of 5.3 and experienced a pain of 8.3. A 25 year old female anticipated a pain of 6.6 and experienced a pain of 7.3. A 26 year old male anticipated a pain of 6.1 and experienced a pain of 6.7. A 27 year old female anticipated a pain of 4.7 and experienced a pain of 6.7. The mean of anticipated pain is 5.730 and standard deviation is 1.3887 and the mean of anticipated pain is 5.787 and the standard deviation is 1.6391 which is shown in table 1. The difference between anticipated and...
experienced pain mean is -0.0565 and the standard deviation is 2.0266. The t value is -0.134 and p value is 0.895 which is shown in table 2.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& \text{Anticipated Pain Score by VAS} & 5.730 & 23 & 1.3887 \\
Pair 1 & \text{Experienced Pain Score by VAS} & 5.787 & 23 & 1.6391 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

**TABLE 1**

Paired Samples Statistics

The results comparing the anticipated pain and the experienced pain following orthodontic treatment is shown. It is found that there is no significant difference between the anticipated pain and the real experienced pain.

**II. Conclusion**

The anticipated pain and the experienced pain before and during orthodontic treatment can be same when a proper counselling and explanation of the procedure we are going to deliver is given.
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